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Abstract. This paper proposes a method of extracting colors from natural
images scientifically and then coordinating them to apply to corresponding
situations. By applying this method, a case study of typical images of the Grain
Rain, which is one of the 24 solar terms in Chinese traditional calendar was
carried out. The method is as follows: looking for the typical images of the
Grain Rain through literature review and social investigation, then taking pic-
tures in the field. Using octree combined with least-significant difference method
(octree-LSD method) to original colors, after that, several colors were picked of
each image and the degree of beauty of them was also calculated according to
the M•Spenser’s aesthetic measurement. Only if it comes out that these colors
will be qualified on the aspect of aesthetic when combining together, will the
next step be carried out which is adopting Munsell Color Harmony Theory to
determine the area ratio of each color and gain the color scheme. Last but not the
least, using the Semantic Difference method in Kansei engineering to measure
the color emotion of each color scheme, then color schemes which will be able
to represent the Grain Rain and the application situation of them would be
obtained. This method combines scientific calculation methods, western scien-
tific color systems and empirical subjective opinions, which insure that the color
schemes obtained by this method can not only be valid but also consistent with
people’s cognition.

Keywords: Color extraction � Color scheme � Semantic Difference method
Color Harmony Theory

1 Introduction

Since Qin dynasty, Chinese color culture has been continuously improved. Under the
influence of Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, Chinese color view reflects the idea of
the unity of nature and human, which is intuitive, experiential and subjective [1]. On
the contrary, the Western have understood, studied and analyzed color in a scientific
and rational manner all the time, and they formed scientific color systems by the end of
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19th century. Combined with the contents of sociology, imagology and psychology, a
series of theories and research methods of color science have been formed.

It is essential to select and apply color in architecture design, landscape design,
traffic design, product design, digital design, display design and even personal image
design, which indeed should be the fore process of Design. This paper aims to extract
color schemes full of Chinese meaning from Chinese local natural and human envi-
ronment, combining western color theory with the subjective perception from the
public. In specific, a complete set of method of color extraction, collocation and
application is proposed and applied to the extraction of color schemes from the Grain
Rain in northern China, which is one of the 24 solar terms in Chinese traditional
calendar.

The object of color extraction, the 24 solar terms in China, is one kind of sup-
plementary calendar which was established in the pre-Qin dynasty and completed in
Han dynasty to guide agricultural events [2]. It is a knowledge system formed by
observing the anniversary of the apparent motion and getting to know more about the
regulation of changes in time, climate, phenology and so on. A large number of custom
culture and ritual faith were formed according to the solar terms, which consist of
sincere blessing and wishes of Chinese people. Different periods of natural environ-
ment and cultural customs will present different colors and feelings. The color schemes
extracted form 24 solar terms can be used in package design of related solar terms,
physical product design and Internet product design, etc. In addition, they will help to
gain the cultural identity of audience and effectively disseminate and promote Chinese
culture.

2 Methodology

This method is divided into three steps. The first step aims to obtain materials for color
extraction: finding the typical objects by literature review, field research and user
research, which can represent the Grain Rain in some perspective. In other words, by
which people can intuitively associate with the Grain Rain. Then field research was
carried out to take pictures pretty close to the true images. The second step aims to
extract colors and match them: colors in the pictures and the count of each color were
preliminary gained through octree method, then after matching with the given standard
color palette, the standard colors from the picture and their count were obtained
through LSD method. According to the count of each color and color distribution in the
picture, about 3 to 5 kinds of colors were selected and confirmed that its degree of
beauty was qualified through the M•Spenser’s aesthetic measurement. Finally, the area
ratio of each color could be calculated through Munsell Color Harmony Theory. The
third step aims at confirming the emotion words of color schemes: the emotion of color
schemes could be measured through the Semantic Difference method in Kansei
engineering.
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3 Procedure and Results

3.1 Stage One (Obtaining the Materials of Color Extraction)

Literature Review. According to “Huainanzi”, the origin of the Grain Rain can date
back to Cang Jie creating characters, which was a quite big event [3]. The Yellow
Emperor issued a decree at the end of spring and the start of summer, announced that
Cang Jie had successfully created characters and called on the world to learn. On that
day, it rained unusually and countless grains and rice dropped, therefore, descendants
named the day as the Grain Rain, as one of the 24 solar terms. The Grain Rain is the
sixth solar term of the 24 ones, which is the last solar term in the spring. As the saying
goes, “The snow stops in Qingming, and the frost stops in Grain Rain.” It is beneficial
for corn crops that the temperature has risen markedly while the rainfall is seasonable
during the late spring months, when it is a good time to sow seedlings and grafting. It
has been said since ancient times that “rain gives life to all grains” [4].

The ancients have divided Grain Rain into three periods: in the first period, the
duckweed starts to grow, for the increasing rainfall. When the second period comes,
cuckoos begin to move about frequently to remind people to sow. In the third period,
the hoopoes begin to appear on the mulberry. In addition to the typical three periods, it
is also time for peony blossoming around Grain Rain, so peony is also known as “Grain
Rain Flower” and there is a saying that “Grain Rain is the perfect timing to watch
peony” [2].

After reviewing literature and interviewing experts, over 20 kinds of images related
to Grain Rain were identified initially, such as duckweed, peony, cedar and so on. They
were divided into four types: natural views, farming activities, food culture and folk
customs. In addition, the relevant stories, time and location information of each image
were collected at the same time.

Questionnaire and Interview. In order to understand the real appearance of images in
the modern life, and to understand how the representative images of nature, food,
custom of Grain Rain look like in people’s views and how do people feel about Grain
Rain, questionnaire and interview were designed and carried out.

Questionnaire of Divided Images. There are five parts of the questionnaire: demo-
graphic information, images of natural views, foods, customs and overall feeling.
Demographics mainly include the participants’ gender, age, location information and
so on. The images collected in the previous stage were listed separately in the three
image categories. Participants were invited to choose one or more images that can
represent Grain Rain (they can also add images by themselves). In natural images,
participants were asked to select the image and then rank them. Investigation about
crops was not included in the questionnaire due to the fact that the general population
may know less about it. But there was an open-ended question at the end of the
questionnaire in case some participants know crops. In the last part for investigating
people’s overall feeling, participants were invited to choose representative verse,
describe the color of environment and their feeling in Grain Rain.
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Interview. In order to investigate the feeling of people whose group was not covered
by the questionnaire, such as people aged over 50, and to know how representative
people feel about corps in Grain Rain which is not surveyed clearly in the question-
naire, we organized interviews after the questionnaire was completed.

Results. The first part of questionnaire was distributed through the Internet, and 100
valid questionnaires were returned, of which 88 participants were from northern China.
A total of 5 participants also from northern China were interviewed. After doing
descriptive statistics of the questionnaire and interview data, nine kinds of images that
people think can represent Grain Rain were obtained, including rape flower, catkin,
cedar, peony, wheat and so on. The analysis summary are as follows (Fig. 1 and
Table 1):

Fig. 1. Rank result of natural views

Table 1. Summary of the first questionnaire and interview

Images Result from
questionnaire

Result from interview Notes

Cedar Rank second Participants know a lot
about eating it

In the custom part of the
questionnaire, eating cedar ranks
first
In the food part, cedar ranks first
except foods not from northern
China

Peony Rank fifth \ In the custom part of the
questionnaire, watching peony was
thought to be quite representative
In the overall feeling of Grain
Rain, verse about peony was
chosen the most

(continued)
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Questionnaire of Images Summary. In the questionnaire and interview described
above, representative images were obtained dividedly and there is not a whole repre-
sentative ranking of them. So another questionnaire was carried out to invite partici-
pants to rank the whole images obtained before, then the representativeness and
importance of each image will be gained.

The questionnaire was set to ask participants to choose the representative images
first and then rank them (Fig. 2).

Results. After distributing it on the Internet, 53 valid questionnaires were returned. The
following figure shows the original result (Fig. 3):

From the original data, it is easy to find that the representativeness lists from top to
bottom like this: rape flower, catkin, cedar, wheat, cuckoo, tulip, locust tree flower,
peony, hoopoe. Considering that most of the participants are ungraduated students,
who may know little about peony, and the results of the first questionnaire, interview
and the ideas from literature and experts, peony was promoted to the level of more
representative (Table 2).

Materials Collection and Arrangement. Field study was carried out during the Grain
Rain, after observing the natural views, farm events, foods and customs, lots of pictures
of representative images were taken (Fig. 4). Due to the limitation of equipment and
environment, a few pictures from professional photographers and Internet were col-
lected as supplements. Then, materials were screened by considering whether its

Table 1. (continued)

Images Result from
questionnaire

Result from interview Notes

Catkin \ Almost every participant
has mentioned it

In the open-ended question and
description of whole environment,
catkin was mentioned quite
frequently

Rape
flower

Rank first \ It was planted in the southern
China originally, then has been
planted in the north for its
ornamental value

Wheat Rank third \ In the overall feeling of Grain
Rain, verse about wheat was
chosen many times

Tulip Rank fourth \
Locust
tree
flower

\ \ In the open-ended question, it was
mentioned many times

Cuckoo \ Some participants have
mentioned it, and said
they ate it sometimes

The representative animal of Grain
Rain

Hoopoe \ \ The representative animal of Grain
Rain
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Fig. 2. Questionnaire of images summary

Fig. 3. The result of images ranking

Table 2. Representative images of Grain Rain

Images

High representative Rape flower, catkin, cedar, peony
Middle representative Wheat, cuckoo, tulip, locust tree flower
Low representative Hoopoe
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exposure parameter was reasonable, and whether it is close to the real image. About 5
pictures were chosen to be used in the color extraction.

3.2 Stage Two (Color Extraction and Coordination)

The most widely and often used color extraction approaches, such as K-means clus-
tering, cannot generate color with high level of chroma or extract color that can be a
great match to the standard color palette, whose results cannot be used in realistic
design [5]. Colors extracted from several pictures of one certain image cannot be
merged through these approaches.

The color extraction algorithm can be divided into two steps: initially extracting
color (octree algorithm part) and comparing initial colors with the standard color palette
(least-significant difference method part). The gray color will be revised as standard
color, while the count of each color will come out with each picture so that colors can
be merged in the end.

Octree Algorithm. Octree algorithm was created in 1988 at first [6]. Octree is suitable
for representing color space, all the colors can be distributed in a cube. In the cube,
RGB colors are made as the axes, each of which has numbers from 0 to 255. In this
way, each color can be mapped to a certain position in the cube [7]. The structure is
suitable for quantifying colors from images, and there are huge advantages of the time
complexity and the spatial complexity, as well as the fidelity compared with other
methods.

The R, G, B value of color of each pixel form pictures will be obtained, changed to
binary numbers and written line by line. The sub-node number of one node will be
obtained after arranging RGB channels column by column. Doing this for every pixel
in a picture will result in an octree with complete information. For the bottom adjacent
leaves, the first seven places of them are same and only the last place is different, in
other words, colors represented by these brother nodes will be similar in a certain
range. When number of these leaves reaches one certain value, they can be merged to
the upper level while preserving the quantity information. After repeating this process,
colors will be obtained whose quantity is in a certain range. Due to the uncertainty of
color quantity, the range of quantity is specified that no more than 256 colors will be
extracted. In this study, the first 64 species of color will be picked for further study.

Fig. 4. Collection of materials (the first row from left to right: cloves, begonia, tulip, peony, the
second row from left to right: Chinese rose, rape flower, wheat, cedar)
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But there are still some problems of colors extracted by octree algorithm:

a. the quantity of colors cannot be certain
b. it is possible that there are similar colors
c. the colors cannot be used immediately which need to be chosen according to

certain situation.

The least-significant difference algorithm will solve these problems.

Least-Significant Difference Algorithm (LSD). By the octree algorithm, the color
contained in the picture can be extracted. The color group is not up to any standard
palette, although the fidelity of these colors is pretty high, the extracting colors cannot
be used directly in the production environment because the colors used in design and
production should be based on design guideline and standard palette. The
least-significant difference method which will be expressed next, is used to solve such
problems.

The color set extracted from the original image by octree algorithm is called the
original color group. The color set specified by the design guideline in the production
environment is called the standard color group (the Material Design palette was used in
this paper, shown in Fig. 5). The aim of the algorithm is to find the extraction color
group from the standard color group, which is the most similar to the original color
group. The extraction of color groups can ensure that the color of the original picture is
similar to the color of the original picture, and it can also ensure that it is standardized.
It can ensure the similarity between the extracted color group and the color style of the
original image. The extraction color group is also standardized and normalized).

The LSD algorithm can be divided into three steps: first, calculating the hue of each
color in the original color group; second, getting the standard color set which is close to
the hue in the standard color group; third, finding out the most similar color between
the standard color set and the original color in value and chroma [8].

There are several difficult problems to be dealt with in this method: the first one is
how to judge the closest difference of value and chroma in the third step. The usual
method, Euclidean distance method will neutralize the difference between two

Fig. 5. Material design palette
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dimensions of color, and the result of color extraction is close to the theoretical dis-
tance, but the visual effect shows it is not reasonable. In order to find the color with the
smallest difference, we decided to calculate the distance on every dimension, and judge
it with the largest distance instead of Euclidean distance. The second is how to deal
with the gray color group in the phase of finding the similar color set. Because there is
no gray hue, so a guideline has been issued that if the BRG values of a kind of color are
too close (the distance between the three values is less than 8), the color is judged to be
gray. The third is the classification of standard color groups. Most of the standard color

Fig. 6. The example of extracting colors from single picture
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palettes are grouped according to hue attributes (such as material design palette), but it
performs bad if using this classification directly. There are many colors that are too
bright or too low in chroma, though they are quite different from each other in hue,
people will consider them very close to white or black. They need to be processed
separately. These colors will be filtered out and placed in special high value sets and
low chroma sets.

The function of the algorithm was developed based on Web technology. After
uploading the picture to the web server, the color extraction results of the picture will
be returned. As shown in the Fig. 6:

After extracting colors of all the pictures of each image, the number of the same
color was merged to get the result of color extraction, as shown in the Fig. 7:

In this study, octree combined with least-significant difference method was carried
out. This method can generate a great representative of the theme color of the picture as

Fig. 7. The example of colors extracted from several pictures of pink peony
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it can ensure the similarity between the extracted color group and the color style of the
original image. Also, the color is obtained after matching the given standard colors, so
that it can be directly used in the design and development links. Moreover, this method
also provides the quantity information of colors in the original materials, which can be
acting as the reference for coordinating colors.

Color Selection and Aesthetics Calculation. After preliminarily extracting certain
kinds of color, considering the design application, 3–4 colors were selected for color
matching from the original result of color extraction (Fig. 8). During the selection
process, the quantity information based on the color extraction was taken into con-
sideration, comparative analysis of the image was done, and the most appropriate
colors of the image itself would be chosen. Besides, the differences of value, hue, etc.
were taken into account.

After screening, to make sure these several colors in harness comply with the
requirements of aesthetics, M•Spenser’s aesthetic measurement was carried out [9].
The aesthetic value should be greater than 0.5. If not, filter the representative color
again.

M ¼ O=C ð1Þ

In formula (1), M is the value of aesthetic, O is the order factor, C is the complexity
factor.

This is in agreement with the qualitative opinion that “beauty lies in the unity of
diversity”, the fundamental principle of beauty in form. But what he has put forward is
a quantitative and operable standard of evaluation. The complex factor here means
diversity, and the order factor corresponds to unity.

Mencius and Spencer introduced the quantitative formula into the evaluation of
color scheme. After experiments, they think that the order factor O has different values
whether there is colored hue in color scheme, that is,

O ¼
X

Og when consisting of only colorless compositionð Þ ð2Þ

O ¼
X

OhþOvþOc when consisting of colorð Þ ð3Þ

Fig. 8. The example of chosen colors of pink peony
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In the formula, Og is an order factor only in a colorless grey combination. Oh, Ov
and Oc are all order factors determined by hue difference, value difference or chroma
difference when there is any kind of color in color matching. Their values depend on
the difference between each color attribute, and all order factors are shown in Figs. 9,
10 and Table 3.

Fig. 9. The hue classification map in M•Spenser’s aesthetic measurement

Fig. 10. The value and chroma classification map in M•Spenser’s aesthetic measurement
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In formula (1), the complex factor C is composed of:

C ¼ CmþChþCvþCc ð4Þ

In formula (4), Cm is the total number of colors in color scheme; Ch the number of
color pairs with hue difference; Cv the number of color pairs with value difference; Cc
the number of color pairs with chroma difference.

Color Matching. Munsell Color Harmony Theory was carried out to determine the
area ratio of each color and gain the color scheme of one certain image [10]. Munsell
color system use the value of hue, value and chroma to specify a specific color. In this
color system, the same contrast relationship must be shown between the same intervals
of color. Color with the same value of value or chroma will perform the same lightness
or chroma in the visual sense regardless of any hue. Specifically, the varieties of value
and chroma are relevant to the area ratio when matching several colors. The ratio of
products of value and chroma of a pair of colors are inversely proportional to their area
ratio. There are other key points of Munsell Color Harmony Theory such as: the
matching and reconciliation performs the best between colors with the same hue in
hue-blending; when doing the chroma-blending in the same hue as the premise, the
color number should be controlled and so on. The above points are to provide a
theoretical basis for the color collocation.

As an example, change the RGB of 4 colors extracting and screening from pink
peony into the value of hue, value and chroma in Munsell color system, they all meet
the following formulas:

The value of A� the chroma of Að Þ= The value of B� the chroma of Bð Þ
¼ The area of B=the area of A ð5Þ

The value of A� the chroma of Að Þ= The value of C� the chroma of Cð Þ
¼ The area of C=the area of A ð6Þ

The value of A� the chroma of Að Þ= The value of B� the chroma of Bð Þ
¼ The area of D=the area of A ð7Þ

Table 3. The order factors

Order
factors

Single-color
harmony

The first
ambiguous
zone

Analogous
harmony

The second
ambiguous
zone

Comparative
harmony

Dazzling

Oh +1.5 0 +1.1 +0.65 +1.7
Ov −1.3 −1.0 +0.7 −0.2 +3.7 −0.2
Oc +0.8 0 +0.1 0 +0.4
Og +1.0
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that is:

The value of A� the chroma of Að Þ � the area of A

¼ The value of B� the chroma of Bð Þ � the area of B

¼ The value of C� the chroma of Cð Þ � the area of C

¼ The value of D� the chroma of Dð Þ � the area of D

ð8Þ

According to the formulas above, the area ratio of 4 colors can be calculated
(Fig. 11):

SA:SB:SC:SD ¼ 84� 70� 48 : 96� 70� 48 : 96� 84� 48 : 96� 84� 70

¼ 70 : 48 : 40 : 35

3.3 Stage Three (Color Scheme Application)

Based on the color image vocabulary from Nippon Color & Design Research Institute,
the Semantic Difference method in Kansei engineering was carried out to measure the
color emotion of each color scheme [11–13]. 14 emotion adjectives were chosen from
the color image coordinates. They are romantic, pretty, casual, dynamic, clear, modern,
natural, elegant, chic, old-fashioned, dapper, luxurious, wild and formal (Fig. 12).

The Semantic Difference method in Kansei engineering is divided into several
steps. The first step is to find the corresponding antonyms for the existing color
emotion words, and form pairs of positive and antonym words (a pair of words is
composed of two words in the exist color image coordinates) (Table 4).

The second step is to use color emotion semantic difference scale consisting of the
pairs of emotion words to evaluate color schemes. Participants were asked to select one
word in the pair and degree that could describe their subjective feelings on a color
scheme. For example, one color scheme allows the participants to feel somewhat
romantic, in “romantic-rational” pair the score should be “−1”; if making the partici-
pants feel very romantic, in “romantic-rational” pair the score should be “−2”; if there
is no difference in feeling, “0” should be selected.

53 participants were asked to evaluate all of the color schemes using 5-point scale
on the Internet, then their responses were analyzed by carrying out item analysis and

Fig. 11. The example of color scheme of pink peony obtained by Munsell Color Harmony
Theory
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Fig. 12. The color emotion coordinates from Nippon Color & Design Research Institute

Table 4. Pairs of emotion words (original)

No. Emotion words

1 浪漫的-理智的 romantic/rational
2 可爱的-厌烦的 pretty/annoying
3 闲适的-烦扰的 casual/disturbing
4 动感的-静态的 dynamic/static
5 清爽的-污浊的 clear/dirty
6 现代的-古典的 modern/old-fashioned
7 自然的-人造的 natural/manmade
8 雅致的-庸俗的 elegant/vulgar
9 精致的-粗劣的 chic/coarse
10 考究的-随意的 dapper/nonchalant
11 豪华的-朴素的 luxurious/plain
12 粗犷的-细腻的 wild/elaborate & delicate
13 正式的-随便的 wild/elaborate & delicate
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Pearson correlation test, two pairs of emotion words not significant were eliminated.
The color image semantic difference scale was optimized.

From this table, it is obvious that significant values of the pair “wild and elaborate
& delicate” are more than 0.01, proving that it is not significant and should be removed.

The result of Pearson correlation test shown in Table 5 concurred with the result of
item analysis shown in Table 6, the pair “wild and elaborate & delicate” should be
removed. The modified pairs of color emotion are shown in Table 7, which were used
to evaluate color schemes finally.

Then calculating the score of every color scheme, the emotion words suitable to
describe the color scheme would be determined. In addition, it is possible to discovery
more situation relevant to use the color scheme. For example, the color scheme
extracted from pink peony is relatively lovely and luxurious, kind of romantic, natural
and leisurely according the scores, which can be used in packing design of luxurious
food or clothing design (Fig. 13).

Table 5. The result of item analysis

Significance (two-tailed)

romantic/rational Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

pretty/annoying Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

casual/disturbing Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

dynamic/static Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

clear/dirty Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

modern/old-fashioned Equal number of variations 0.01
Unequal number of variations 0.009

natural/manmade Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

elegant/vulgar Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

chic/coarse Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

dapper/nonchalant Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

luxurious/plain Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0

wild/elaborate & delicate Equal number of variations 0.058
Unequal number of variations 0.058

formal/informal Equal number of variations 0
Unequal number of variations 0
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Putting color schemes of all representative images of Grain Rain into the color
image coordinates, it can be found that color schemes are mainly distributed in pretty,
romantic, natural, clear and casual, some of them are distributed in luxurious, chic,
dapper (Fig. 14).

As for designing in related fields of Grain Rain, clear and romantic color schemes
can be used, such as color schemes from wheat, white peony and white locust tree
flower and color scheme, or from purple tulip, rape flower etc.

Table 6. The result of Pearson correlation test

Pearson correlation Significance (two-tailed)

romantic/rational 0.415 0.000
pretty/annoying 0.635 0.000
casual/disturbing 0.633 0.000
dynamic/static 0.313 0.000
clear/dirty 0.654 0.000
modern/old-fashioned 0.200 0.003
natural/manmade 0.518 0.000
elegant/vulgar 0.627 0.000
chic/coarse 0.658 0.000
dapper/nonchalant 0.440 0.000
luxurious/plain 0.291 0.000
wild/elaborate & delicate −0.141 0.037
formal/informal 0.397 0.000

Table 7. Pairs of emotion words (modified)

No. Emotion words

1 浪漫的-理智的 romantic/rational
2 可爱的-厌烦的 pretty/annoying
3 闲适的-烦扰的 casual/disturbing
4 动感的-静态的 dynamic/static
5 清爽的-污浊的 clear/dirty
6 现代的-古典的 modern/old-fashioned
7 自然的-人造的 natural/manmade
8 雅致的-庸俗的 elegant/vulgar
9 精致的-粗劣的 chic/coarse
10 考究的-随意的 dapper/nonchalant
11 豪华的-朴素的 luxurious/plain
12 正式的-随便的 formal/informal
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Fig. 13. The scores of the color scheme of pink peony

Fig. 14. The color emotion of representative color schemes of Grain Rain
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4 Conclusion

The views in this paper are different from China’s past subjective and experiential color
views and research ideas, but combining western scientific color system, and a sci-
entific method system to extract color schemes from real environment and real things
was proposed which includes the acquisition of picture materials, color extraction,
harmonization and evaluation. It can be used in even every field to extract the theme
color or color matching scheme from any picture material. Especially in the step of
carrying out least-significant difference method, the standard palette can be defined as
any palette in any industry, which ensures the color schemes extracted can be used in
actual production and processing, or meet the display specification in Internet industry
etc.

In this paper, M•Spenser’s aesthetic measurement and Munsell Color Harmony
Theory may be relatively old, but still be able to meet the demand of the method. In the
future, it is necessary to explore new aesthetic evaluation methods and new color
harmony theory. Then the color schemes obtained by the new theories can be con-
trasted with the schemes obtained in this paper to see the difference and the quality.

In addition, in the following research participants can be asked to assess whether
the color scheme can represent the image or Grain Rain. The research of inviting
participants to evaluate the representation of color schemes in graphic design or pro-
duct design using the color schemes extracted by the method system can also be carried
out (using semantic differential method), which will verify the rationality of the
extraction and application of color schemes.
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